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CRS Advanced Technology proudly provides K-12 organizations with the tools they need to effectively and efficiently 
manage employee absences and place qualified substitutes in their classrooms. Now we are proud to provide a tool that 
directly serves the substitutes within your organizations.

Introducing Maxx jobs, the mobile application for SubFinder users. From the creators of SubFinder, Maxx jobs allows 
substitute teachers to easily access their accounts for SubFinder from their mobile devices. 
 
Available on Apple, Android and Kindle devices, Maxx jobs turns the tedious task of job shopping into an easy and 
convenient process that can be done anywhere, anytime. Maxx jobs allows substitute teachers to utilize the system in a 
way that works for them. Just like SubFinder, users can proactively job shop, only now, they can do it from their phone 
or tablet. Users can also choose to let the jobs come to them with push notifications. Users control the settings such as 
view available jobs, express interest in or cancel jobs, link all of your SubFinder districts and so much more!

Maxx jobs is a subscription application. To learn more, please visit www.maxxjobs.com. 

Go Shopping

Job shop across multiple SubFinder districts. 
Compare available jobs to find the one that 
works for you.

For over 25 years CRS Advanced Technology 
has provided K-12 organizations with an 
automated solution for managing absences 
and placing substitutes. Our flagship product, 
SubFinder, offers extensive benefits and 
features including real-time reports, placement
of only the most qualified substitutes and 
special considerations for the ACA. We 
change the way you work…for the better! 
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Linked together

Access all of your SubFinder accounts under 
one login. View available jobs from all of 
your districts.

control on the go

Manage your availability to work from 
your phone or tablet. Express interest or 
cancel jobs on the go.

job alert

Receive push notifications when a job 
becomes available. Click notification to
immediately view details or express interest. 


